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Attitude of Gratitude
A message from the President and CEO

All of us who live in the United States have a lot to be thankful for. People often complain about their lives, as is 

human nature. The great thing about our

country is that we can complain, are even encouraged to complain, and can do so without the fear of persecution. 

On the 4th Thursday in November, we Americans celebrate Thanksgiving, the blessing of the harvest and bounty of the preceding
year. 

As a youngster growing up in the little town of Liberty, Texas, I loved our Thanksgiving traditions. And like many families, our
Thanksgiving Day centered on food, family and football. 

There were two boys and two girls in the Root family. Next door to us were my Aunt Janie (Mom's sister) and her husband, Uncle
Herman Ripkowski. They had two boys and two girls as well. Across from the Rips were the Hartels, Uncle Jack (Moms brother), his
wife Laura Jane, and their three daughters. Growing up on the same street with your first cousins was like having 11 siblings and 3
sets of parents. 

Every year, the families took turns hosting Thanksgiving dinner in their home. Three things you could count on every year:

1) The Roots were always late, even when we were hosting the dinner at our house.

2) Laura Jane always made everyone's favorite dish. No one knew what it was, so we just called it "the purple stuff."

3) My sweet Aunt Janie always burned the rolls. 

Lunch was at Noon, followed by naps and football. Then we reconvened at around 6 pm and did it all again. The memories of those
Thanksgiving days are some of my most precious possessions. I encourage you to create and adhere to traditions of your own and
feel certain you will treasure the memories you make.

We at First Liberty Bank are thankful for you and your support, and wish you and yours the best in this season of Thanksgiving. 

As always, if I can be of service to you, please do not hesitate to contact me at (405)608-1903 or jroot@myfirstliberty.com. 
Regards,

Joey P Root, President & CEO
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Closed Thanksgiving Day
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Why Real Estate Investors Need a Business Plan
Avoid the pitfalls of investing in real estate without a business plan

Real estate can make a great investment, but in order to be successful and to achieve your long- and short-term goals, it is
necessary to treat it like any other business. This means that you need a solid business plan before you even begin looking at
properties.

“A business plan allows real estate investors to not only identify objectives, but also determine a viable course of action towards their
attainment,” states Jean Folger for Investopedia. “A business plan also allows investors to visualize the big picture, which helps
maintain focus on the goals rather than on any minor setback. Real estate investing can be complicated and demanding, and a solid
plan can keep investors organized and on task.”

It is easy to get emotionally attached to a charming house with great
potential or to a beautiful view from a plot of land. The risk of emotional
complications with real estate is why it is especially important for real
estate investors to make sure their business plan is complete before
they embark on any new project and to make sure that they stick with it.

Working backward may work well in some types of businesses, but real
estate isn’t one of them. You will save yourself a good deal of time,
money and stress if you work along a specific timeline, completing your
business plan first.

“First, you find the plan,” Andy Heller states. “Then you find the house to
fit the plan. Pick your investment model, and then go find property to
match that. Don’t find the strategy after you find the home.”

Waiting to look at properties until after you have a set strategy in mind is
the best way to avoid letting emotions get in the way of getting a good
deal. In your business plan you will set a specific target price that you
shouldn’t go above in order to make the best profit, and you will be less
likely to exceed your budget in a last-minute bidding war or while
negotiating with the seller if you have a clear picture in mind of exactly
how much you can spend.

Furthermore, it helps cast a wide net and find multiple properties that could suit your needs. There will be no temptation to go over
budget if you know there are other suitable properties on the back burner.

After you have your business plan in place, it is a good idea to get people more experienced in the business to examine it. Finding a
mentor who has been in the real estate investing world for several years is a great way to do this, and building a relationship with a
mentor will continue to be helpful during the whole process and for many years to come.

“It’s rare that you can find somebody who can start up in real estate without some guidance,” states Heller. “My advice to a new
investor would be to join an association, find seasoned investors, buy them lunch and present your plan. Ask them to poke holes in it.”

Then you can move on to the exciting part: touring properties and finding the best one to put your plan into action.
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Q & A Mary Johnston

At First Liberty, we are always looking for ways to serve our community, including getting to know you better. We want to be the kind
of bank that knows your name. We also want you to get to know us a little better too. We will be featuring one of our employees every
month and asking them a few questions. Hopefully we will all learn a little about each other.

Mary Johnston joined First Liberty in 2010 and is a Commercial Banking Loan Officer. Mary graciously agreed to answer a few
questions so we could all get to know him a little better.

Where did you work before FLB?
I worked as an Associate Financial Representative for Northwestern Mutual Financial Network in OKC. I worked with clients on their







insurance and investments needs.

Tell us a little bit about what you do here.
I am a commercial loan officer here at FLB. One of the highlights of my job as a lender is to help businesses in Oklahoma City achieve
their goals of growth and establishment. As a community banker, many of my customers are local businesses that have funding
needs. My goal is to help small businesses thrive through financing and relationship-building.

What is your favorite part of working here?
My co-workers. We’ve all become friends through working together, which makes us all work better as a team.

If you could pick anyone to have lunch with (real or fictional, dead or alive) who would it be and why?
I would have loved to have met my dad’s mom, who passed away before I was born. From everything I’ve heard, she sounded like a
pretty neat lady. 

What are some of your favorite things to do outside of work? 
I enjoy cooking and reading. My husband and I love to go to sporting events – Thunder basketball, OU football.

What’s your favorite vacation spot?
Santa Fe, NM. The food is incredible and the town has so much charm and character. Plus, the weather is fantastic. 

What might people be surprised to know about you? 
I play in an NFL Fantasy Football league.
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Shop Smarter This Holiday Season
How to overcome the post-holiday shopping financial hangover

It’s the most wonderful time of the year—time to celebrate the holidays with family and friends. But that also means having to buy a
wealth of gifts. And, especially around the holidays, people find themselves making some financial mistakes when it comes to
shopping, whether that means overspending, waiting until the last minute to purchase gifts or not doing their homework on prices. And
all of these can take a toll on your wallet, bank account and even credit
card debt.

“There’s nothing you can buy that will give your family more pleasure
than a happy you,” says Kit Yarrow, a consumer psychologist at Golden
Gate University. “And you’re not happy when you’re in debt.”

Don’t fret. There are a number of ways to avoid these common gift
shopping blunders and help keep your spending down. Here’s how to
shop smarter this holiday season.

Start early - By beginning your gift shopping as early as possible, you
avoid spending a large lump sum on the gifts all at once, which can burn
a hole in your wallet fast. When you spread it out, you reduce the
chance of a big year-end credit card bill, not to mention it allows you
more time to really put thought into your gifts. With that time also comes
the opportunity to scope out sales and deals throughout the year.
Sometimes it even pays to start shopping for next year right after the
holidays are over—that way all the holiday-themed products are
discounted.

Make a list - Many times, consumers head to the mall, only to get sidetracked by products that people on their gift list might not even
want, so they buy and buy and buy without realizing how many items they bought—when they could’ve stuck to just one. Making a
focused list (asking your loved ones what they wish for in advance helps) helps you stay on track and also helps you avoid forgetting
anyone.

“The purpose of the holidays is to show your appreciation and celebration, not to prove you spent the most money,” says April Masini,
a money and relationship expert.

Do your research - Have you ever bought a gift at a store and then found out it was listed for half the price online? If it’s a popular
item you’re buying, chances are it will be selling for different prices at various retailers, and it’s up to you to find the best price. While
shopping online sometimes incurs shipping costs, many times retailers offer deals for free shipping around the holidays, and you can
also take advantage of sites such as Ebates.com, which gives you back a percentage of money spent, by shopping online.

Be wary of using a credit card - Especially if you plan to pay off the balance over the course of a few months. Even if you buy the
item on sale, credit cards don’t always pay off in the end.

“Don’t fool yourself: Purchasing a gift at 20 percent off and then paying for it over several months wipes out any savings you may
have enjoyed,” says the National Foundation for Credit Counseling’s Gail Cunningham. In addition, there have been several studies
that have found that consumers who pay for items with a credit card tend to spend more than do those who pay with cash.

Set a budget - Perhaps the simplest way to be smart about holiday shopping is to make a realistic budget—and stick to it.

“When you have something real and static to look [for], you can’t kid yourself about what you had in mind,” says Lynn Ballou, a
managing partner with Ballou Plum Wealth Advisors. Determine how much money you feel is a respectable amount to pay for each
loved one you’re buying gifts for (e.g., $50 for Mom, $50 for Dad), and then search for items within that budget. 

By following these steps, you can guarantee you’ll make smart holiday gift financial choices this year. Happy shopping—and happy
holidays.
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Tis' the Season for Gratitude

We are teaming up with Infant Crisis Services and hosting a Bedlam for Babies drive! Any time you come into the bank between
November 1st and December 4th, you can donate anything on the wish list in honor of your favorite team!

 

 

We are pleased to announce that we have partnered with LifeLock. Protect your identity with LifeLock® and receive a special offer
through First Liberty Bank. Click here to look at different packages available. Ready to get started?  Enroll Now!

 

 

 















WELCOME BACK KEEGAN!

We are so excited and happy that Keegan Grooms is back with First Liberty Bank as Assistant Chief Financial Officer. Sandy
Bracken can't quit smiling :).

 

 

 

Congratulations Mary

We are so proud to announce that our very own Mary Johnston is one of ionOKLAHOMA's 5th annual 30 under 30 award winners!
Mary, we are lucky to have you and congratulations!

 

 

 















And then, there is Liberty Dog 

Maddie (aka Liberty Dog, our mascot) comes every Halloween to First Liberty Bank and this year she honored us by putting on a
First Liberty Bank t-shirt. She was a treat to have.
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Up Your Turkey "Game" This Year

 

Bon appetite provided 4 amazing ways to make your bird not so boring this year.  The Glazed and Lacquered Roast Turkey has soy
sauce in the glaze which will give your turkey a picture perfect presentation. 

If you like you white meat with lots of gravy, try the Gravy-Braised Turkey Legs with Cipolline Onions. 

Like to grill?  The Barbecue Spice-Brined Grilled Turkey (also known as the one-hour turkey) is a real crowd pleaser. 

And if you are planning for a smaller meal, the Porchetta-Style Roast Turkey Breast should do the trick. For the complete recipes, click
on the following link to bonappetit's website:

http://www.bonappetit.com/recipes/holidays-recipes/article/thanksgiving-turkey-recipes-2015
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Eco-Friendly Ways to Heat Your Home
Consider these eco-efficient heating alternatives

You can probably already feel that chill in the air that reminds you of what is coming for most of us in the contiguous United States.
November will give way to December, and autumn will give way to winter. That means it is time to break out the heavy coats and
sweaters and to start budgeting in a little extra every month for heating costs. Depending on the ferocity of winter, those heating costs
can reach unseemly heights, which is why it is important to consider alternative methods that will not only save you money in the long
run, but that will ultimately be better for the environment.

Increase insulation and use recycled materials

If you have ever noticed a dramatic difference in temperature between
one room and another in your home, you may need an extra layer of
insulation in the walls. The process is not a particularly easy one, but the
end result will see your energy usage decreasing by simply getting more
out of what you use. When considering material for insulation, give
special consideration to recycled denim; most brands contain as much
as 80 percent post-consumer recycled material, meaning that you are
helping reduce waste while reducing your energy bills.

Install a pellet stove

Pellet stoves are a great way to reduce reliance on fossil fuels and save
money on heating in the long run. The pellets used for these stoves are
made of sawdust, switchgrass or wood chips, meaning that you’re using
a renewable resource instead of oil. While pellet stoves can be
somewhat expensive and pellets cost slightly more than natural wood
for wood-burning stoves, they emit very little in the way of CO2 and are
a significantly lesser fire risk.

Invest in solar energy

The cost of solar energy has been steadily decreasing, meaning that there has never been a better time to invest in a solar energy
system for your home. While the up-front cost of installing solar panels can be in the low-to-mid five-figure range, it takes as little as 10
years to see a return on the investment, and it will also ultimately increase the resale value of your home. Active solar heating can
provide for the vast majority of your home’s heating needs, and it’s a completely green method of doing so.

Consider geothermal heating

Geothermal heating obtains energy from the earth’s consistently warm temperature, requiring considerably less energy than an
air-sourced HVAC system that has to reheat the cold air. This system also requires a hardy investment that is recouped within a
decade of installation and adds to the resale value of your home. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, geothermal heat
pumps run to a maximum efficiency level of 600 percent on cold winter nights, which compares favorably to the 250 percent max
efficiency of air-source heat pumps. The life of these systems is estimated at about 25 years for the components inside your home
and 50 years for ground loop components that gather heat from the earth.

Be smart with what you have

If it is too soon to consider replacing your HVAC system or re-insulating your home, make the most out of what you have. Install a
programmable thermostat to adjust heat for the times where you are not home, which helps reduce the energy that would be
consumed by simply turning off the heat and reheating the air at a later time. Roll up old bath towels and stuff them in front of your
doors to close up drafts and lock in heat. If you have a small home, space heaters are simple and efficient ways to stay warm without
being overly reliant on the thermostat, and bundling up in blankets and wearing warmer clothes around the house helps keep usage
low.

There are a number of ways to save money and energy this winter, and the most effective methods largely depend on your needs.
Assess your home heating situation before the season changes and make necessary adjustments for a warmer winter season.
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Visit Sacramento, California
What to do, where to stay and where to eat in Sacramento, California

Sacramento is the capital of California, and the best of the state is gathered here, making it a perfect city to visit. Whether you are
traveling for business or for pleasure, the city has plenty to offer. Check out our suggestions for what to do, where to stay and what to
eat.

What to do

The California State Railroad Museum is a great place for families to
learn more about the mode of transportation that helped settle the west.
It is one of Sacramento’s most popular attractions and houses 21
restored locomotives and railcars with which visitors can get up close
and personal. The museum also offers excursion train rides for visitors
to see more of the California scenery and ride in a vintage train. Learn
more online at http://web.csrmf.org/.

A visit to Old Sacramento is a step into the past, but still full of great
things to do. There are several museums, like the California Automobile
Museum, Sacramento History Museum and Old Sacramento
Schoolhouse Museum, where families can learn the roots of the city.
Once visitors are done soaking in the history, the area is full of fine
shopping and dining options to finish out the day.

Where to stay

When travelling, it is important to have a comfortable room to return to
after a day of sightseeing. The Citizen Hotel, just blocks away from the
California State Capitol, is a 196-room boutique hotel with a lot of history
in its walls. Each room is unique, and the hotel is home to the Grange Restaurant and Bar. There is plenty of public space to take
advantage of, with books and comfortable chairs. Reserve a room at http://www.thecitizenhotel.com/.

The Sterling Hotel was built over 100 years ago and is a former Victorian mansion that houses 16 exclusive rooms. There are
different suites with styles to please any traveler, including hot tubs, big beds and amazing views of the Sacramento skyline and the
historic Mansion Flats neighborhood. Book your stay by visiting http://sterlinghotelsacramento.com/.

For room to spread out, consider Larkspur Landing Sacramento, an all-suite luxury hotel that is located close to the town center. The
suites come with a full kitchen, perfect for longer stays or picky eaters. Rooms are equipped for modern life, with iPod docking
stations, large TVs, DVD players and high-speed internet access. Check out amenities online at
http://www.larkspurhotels.com/sacramento/.

Where to eat

Ella Dining Room and Bar is a great spot to taste the best food in the state. The restaurant's team is committed to providing fresh,
local food to visitors and locals alike. The cooking style is a blend of French and New American, but the restaurant also excels at
pastries and quality drinks for a complete meal. Browse the menu at http://www.elladiningroomandbar.com/.

Another restaurant utilizing local and seasonal ingredients is The Firehouse Restaurant. This must-visit eatery is located in an unique
old firehouse and offers rooms for private events or large parties. Classic dishes are refined and prepared with the freshest ingredients
for an upscale and memorable dining experience. Make reservations by visiting http://www.firehouseoldsac.com./.

If Sacramento's abundant food choices seem overwhelming, try one of the Local Roots Food Tours. Participants will walk the city in
historic districts and happening neighborhoods, sampling the best that Sacramento has to offer. There are four themes to choose
from, catered to various palates and sensibilities.

With all there is to see and do, Sacramento is a great choice for a vacation destination. Travelers can check out these spots and
explore the city to see all that it has to offer.
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